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ABIE Aggregate Business Information Entity 
ACC Aggregate Core Component 
B2B Business-to-business 
BBC Basic Core Component 
BBIE Basic Business Information Entity 
BIE Business Information Entity 
BOD Business Object Document 
BPEL Business Process Execution Language 
CBL Common Business Library 
CCL Core Component Library 
CCT Core Component Type 
CCTS Core Components Technical Specification 
CEFACT Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business 
ebXML Electronic Business eXtensible Markup Language 
EDI Electronic Data Interchange 
EDIFACT Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Commerce and 
Transport 
EPC Electronic Product Code 
GDD Global Data Dictionary 
GDT Global data type 
GS1 Global Standards One 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
HTTPS Secured HyperText Transfer Protocol 
IATA International Air Transport Association 
ISO International Organization for Standardization  
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension 
NDR Naming and Design Rules 
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OAGI Open Applications Group, Inc. 
OAGIS Open Applications Group Integration Specification 
OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 
Standards 
OTA Open Travel Alliance 
OWL Web Ontology Language 
UBL Universal Business Language  
UDDI Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
UMM UN/CEFACT Modelling Methodology 
WS-CAF Web Services Composite Application Framework 
WSDL Web Services Description Language 
xCBL XML Common Business Library 
XML Extensible Markup Language 
XSD XML Schema 
XSL Extensible Stylesheet Language 
XSLT Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations 
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As a result of the rapid developments in Web Service standards and technologies during 
the last decade, many organisations are implementing applications using Web Services. 
Some organisations are making significant commitments to Web Service standards and 
technology platforms. Successful projects using Web Services will to a large extent 
depend on the effective design and development methodologies used in the construction 
of an e-business application. While the importance of application design in general is 
recognised, so far only limited attention has been paid to design issues for service-
oriented e-business applications. Currently there are no comprehensive methodologies 
for designing service interfaces. 
 
The traditional e-business interoperability approach is for business partners to 
interchange the industry standard business documents or XML messages (i.e. UBL, 
OTA). This approach is complex and inefficient because the business document is large 
and results in many optional and repeated elements that are redundant. Developing Web 
Services for e-business is time-consuming due to the considerable effort required to 
define the interfaces and maintaining a large volume of standard business documents. 
 
This work proposes to use the minimalist design approach to optimise a set of standard 
business documents and interfaces. The proposed interface is exposed as an abstract 
layer to the external parties and is able to process multiple actions corresponding to a 
business document. The method is based on analysing existing business documents, 
identifying the key elements responsible for an operation, and then exposing the 
operation interface that corresponds to the business document rather than the business 
event. This can be achieved by inserting business event action elements into the XML 
schema. Doing so will not only reduce the number of operation interfaces but also 
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increase the Web Service interface’s flexibility and extendibility. Web Service 
implementation projects conducted in the absence of a design framework are likely to 
suffer from poor reuse and extensibility. In order to achieve reusability, this method 
enables the operation to be invoked based on individual action or multiple actions for 
the same interface. This is because a single action operation typically represents a fine-
grained business task. Consequently, the interface is always extendable due to using 
multiple actions in the operation. 
 
Finally, this thesis will detail the above mentioned methodology to optimise e-business 
Web Service interface to become more flexible, reusable and extendable. We will 
illustrate the design methodology using a purchase order business process example 
based on the Universal Business Language specification in order to demonstrate its 
effectiveness. 
